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Obvious examples are instances of reticulate evolution,
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Molecular data sets characterized by few phyloge-
netically informative characters with a broad spec-
trum of mutation rates, such as intraspecific control-
region sequence variation of human mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA), can be usefully visualized in the form of
median networks. Here we provide a step-by-step
guide to the construction of such networks by hand.
We improve upon a previously implemented algorithm
by outlining an efficient parametrized strategy ame-
nable to large data sets, greedy reduction, which
makes it possible to reconstruct some of the confound-
ing recurrent mutations. This entails some postpro-
cessing as well, which assists in capturing more par-
simonious solutions. To simplify the creation of the
resulting network by hand, we describe a speedy ap-
proach to network construction, based on a careful
planning of the processing order. A coalescent simula-
tion tailored to human mtDNA variation in Eurasia
testifies to the usefulness of reduced median net-
works, while highlighting notorious problems faced
by all phylogenetic methods in this context. Finally,
we discuss two case studies involving the comparison
of characters in the two hypervariable segments of the
human mtDNA control region in the light of the world-
wide control-region sequence database, as well as ad-
ditional restriction fragment length polymorphism in-
formation. We conclude that only a minority of the
mutations that hit the second segment occur at sites
that would have a mutation rate comparable to those
at most sites in the first segment. Discarding the
known “noisy” sites of the second segment enhances
the analysis. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: median networks; compatibility; human
mtDNA; hypervariable segments; heterogeneity of mu-
tation rates.

INTRODUCTION

It is common practice to represent phylogenetic data
by means of a tree; yet, there are several cases in which
a network representation may be more appropriate.
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such as gene transfer, hybridization, and recombina-
tion, but networks may also be appropriate when a
dendritic model applies (Bandelt, 1994; Bandelt and
Dress, 1992; Bandelt et al., 1995; Fitch, 1996, 1997). In
his case, they can be used to indicate ambiguity in the
ree topology that is inherent in the data set. This is
specially relevant to intraspecific data, in which a
umber of the informative phylogenetic characters
ay have undergone recurrent mutation. In such in-

tances, the presence of cycles in the phylogeny indi-
ates uncertainty as to which characters have evolved
ore than once.
A phylogenetic diagram, whether it be a tree or a
ore general network, is, mathematically speaking, a

onnected graph consisting of nodes and links. The
odes represent taxa (e.g., haplotypes) that are either
ampled or inferred as hypothetical intermediate taxa.
he links are associated with evolutionary changes in
he characters, which describe the genotypes or pheno-
ypes of the taxa. A phylogenetic tree is simply a net-
ork without cycles, so that every pair of nodes is

oined by a unique path. Networks are always under-
tood to be unrooted unless a node is explicitly specified
s the root (by drawing upon external information).
he “median” networks that we use in this paper will
ave the additional property that all cycles have an
ven number of links since we assume that all em-
loyed characters are binary, that is, have only two
tates (a requirement that is no real limitation for
itochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data, as will be argued

elow). More specifically, the median networks are
uilt up from cubes of any dimension. Compatibility
nalysis of the binary characters will tell us which
ubes we have to expect and where to locate them in
he final network.

Mitochondrial DNA data usually comprise either re-
triction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) dis-
ributed throughout the mitochondrial molecule or se-
uence variation in the noncoding control region. The
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9MEDIAN NETWORKS FOR HUMAN mtDNA
variation in the control region is concentrated in hu-
mans in two hypervariable segments, HVS I and HVS
II (Stoneking et al., 1991), but the majority of sequenc-
ng studies have utilized data only from HVS I, al-
hough some positions in HVS II have been shown to be
nformative in certain instances (Aris-Brosou and Ex-
offier, 1996; Torroni et al., 1996; Wilkinson-Herbots et
l., 1996). However, several workers have published
ata on both segments, and here we take a phyloge-
etic approach using median networks to investigate
he variation in the two segments independently to
ssess the value of incorporating HVS II into the anal-
sis.

Binary Matrix for the HVS I Data of Vig

Sequence

1111 11111 1 1
6666 66666 6 6
0222 11222 1 2
9236 27079 5 1
3346 92981 3 2

t

1, 2, 3, 4 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0
6, 13, 15 0 0 1 0
7 1 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9, 10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 1
12 0 1 0 0
14 0 0 1 0

Periphery 2 1 2 1
Torso * * * *
TABLE
COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS

reprocessing mtDNA Data

Before compatibility analysis and network construc-
ion begins, some preprocessing of the data is neces-
ary to generate the binary data matrices. Examples
re shown in Tables 1 and 2, taken from the sequence
ata in Fig. 2 of Vigilant et al. (1989). In that study,
5 !Kung individuals (from a Khoisan-speaking
unter–gatherer population in southern Africa) were
nalyzed for positions 16090 to 16365 in the first hy-
ervariable segment (HVS I) and for approximately

nt et al. (1989) with a Possible Shelling

ucleotide position
1 11 1 1 1 1
6 66 6 6 6 6
2 22 2 2 2 2
1 34 3 4 6 9
4 65 9 3 0 4

0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1

1 1 * * 1 *
* * 4 3 * 4
ila

N

2

Binary Matrix for the HVS II Data of Vigilant et al. (1989) with a Possible Shelling

Sequence

Nucleotide position
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3
22 5 5 8 9 9 0 4 0
57 0 2 9 8 9 7 7 9

del 1 C

1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5, 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9, 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
11 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Periphery 1 * 1 1 * 1 * 1 *
Torso * 3 * * 4 * 2 * 2



positions 00125 to 00310 in the second hypervariable pooled (or their sum of weights, in the case in which
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segment (HVS II) of the mtDNA control region. Here
we use the standard numbering system of the Cam-
bridge reference sequence (CRS) (Anderson et al.,
1981) for the variant positions, which requires adding
16023 to the positions in HVS I and subtracting 546
from the positions in HVS II when numbered as in
Vigilant et al. (1989) and some subsequent publica-
tions. Note that insertions in the cytosine tracts of HVS
II may be scored in different ways. We refer to a se-
quence by listing the position numbers for which there
is a mismatch with the CRS.

The matrices in Tables 1 and 2 comprise zeros at
positions where the sequence haplotype in question
matches the consensus type and ones where there is a
(usually transitional) variant. It is important to note
that this convention does not impose any polarity on
the characters, but rather conveniently helps to refer
to majority states (0) and minority states (1) of the
haplotypes (not individuals); in case of ties we arbi-
trarily use the CRS to determine the 0 state. Within
the binary framework, transversions may require fur-
ther processing, as may insertions and deletions (in-
dels). If there is a single transversional variant but no
transitional variant at a position, then this position
constitutes a binary character. If three or four bases
occur, the transition–transversion ratio, which is of the
order of 30:1 for mtDNA, is taken into account to break
the character into a single transversion and one or two
transitions. To decide between the two or four possibil-
ities, respectively, for the reconstruction of the recur-
rent changes at such a position, a parsimony argument
is invoked either by direct inspection or by running a
parsimony program. In any case, such instances are
rare, and moreover may sometimes be the result of
sequencing or documentation errors. Further, there
may be occasional alignment difficulties, especially in
the cytosine tracts surrounding positions 16189 and
00310, where heteroplasmy is often involved (Bendall
and Sykes, 1995) and the detection of length polymor-
phism might depend on the sequencing procedure (and
thus be lab dependent). It is then best to disregard
such unstable information (e.g., variants often scored
as 16182t and 16183t, with suffix “t” indicating trans-
versions).

Some further preprocessing (actually partly per-
formed already in the data set of Vigilant et al., 1989)
simplifies the data matrix. For example, although
there are 15 individuals, there are only nine distinct
haplotypes across the first segment. We eliminate such
multiple rows from the data and record the associated
individuals or the frequency of each haplotype sepa-
rately. In addition, the matrix needs only to represent
varied positions; unvaried positions are thus removed.
If no position survives, the data are trivial and we stop
here. Multiple columns are pooled and considered as a
single character with a weight equal to the number
mutations are weighted differentially). Thus, in the
first !Kung matrix, positions 16236 and 16245 form one
character of weight two transitions.

Trees from Cliques

The first stage of the analysis is to decide which pairs
of characters could individually fit on trees without any
additional recurrent changes. For instance, positions
16239 and 16294 from Table 1 have only three charac-
ter states, 00, 01, and 11, in combination. Such char-
acters are said to be compatible; the evolutionary path
00 7 01 7 11 describes a unique change at either
position. In contrast, the presence of all four combina-
tions, 00, 01, 10, and 11, as is the case for positions
16239 and 16243, makes it impossible to have both
characters uniquely derived on any tree; such charac-
ters are said to be incompatible.

At the second stage, these pairwise comparisons are
aggregated in the following way: a clique of characters
is a set of pairwise compatible characters which is
maximal with respect to inclusion—that is, it cannot be
extended further by finding yet another character from
the table that would be compatible with all characters
in this set. (Contrast Meacham and Estabrook, 1985,
who do not require maximality with respect to inclu-
sion.) The complementary notion is that of an anti-
clique, which is a set of pairwise incompatible charac-
ters that cannot further be extended. Every character
may belong to more than one clique as well as to more
than one anticlique.

It is well known (cf. Barthélemy, 1989; Meacham and
Estabrook, 1985) that every clique supports a tree, the
links of which correspond to the characters in the
clique. For instance, Table 1 has exactly two cliques:
one comprising all positions except 16243 and another,
smaller, one consisting of all positions except 16239
and 16294. The tree representing a clique can be built
up simply by processing the characters one after an-
other in any order (“tree popping” sensu Meacham,
1981). The character states of the branching nodes in
the tree constructed from a clique can be inferred from
suitably chosen triplets of sampled haplotypes in me-
dian fashion—that is to say, by taking the majority
consensus. Given such a node x, select a haplotype from
any of three distinct branches emanating from x. The
character states of x (the consensus) are then obtained
by applying the majority rule to the corresponding
states of the three selected haplotypes (e.g., 0, 0, 1
would give 0). Thus, every branching node which is not
occupied by a sampled haplotype can be generated as a
median type from at least one triplet of sampled hap-
lotypes. Conversely, the median types generated from
triplets of any nodes from the tree are all nodes of the
tree.

By definition, every set of pairwise compatible char-
acters can be extended to at least one clique. The
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characters common to all cliques are exactly those
which are compatible with every character from the
given data set. Among these characters we distinguish
the peripheral characters, which are determined iter-
atively by the following straightforward procedure (cf.
Saitou, 1998). Given the preprocessed data matrix, one
searches for a character for which one of its two states,
0 or 1, occurs in only one sequence type. In the network
representation that we envision, this type is connected
to the rest of the network by a terminal link, along
which this character changes, the tip of the link being
occupied by the unique type with the variant state. We
then erase the character from the processed data ma-
trix and put it into shell 1 (i.e., it receives label 1). The
same procedure applies to all other characters with a
unique 1 or a unique 0. All these characters will make
up shell 1. Then, to iterate this procedure, one needs to
update the data matrix by collapsing types that have
become identical; that is, one passes through a rudi-
mentary preprocessing phase. Note that the characters
transferred to shell 1 describe a star on their own, that

FIG. 1. (a) Tree representing all parsimoniously uninformative c
and (b) tree representing the intersection of the two cliques in the d
pendant from the median network). Nodes are labeled by the numbe
entered characters.
is, a tree with a unique center and k $ 2 tips linked to
the center or simply a single link with its two end
nodes. After preprocessing the truncated matrix, the
iteration proceeds by identifying the characters that
delineate the tip nodes for this new matrix and putting
them into shell 2. This shelling procedure terminates
at the point where one cannot discern any characters in
the processed data matrix with a unique appearance of
one of the two states. This final truncated matrix is
then referred to as the torso data matrix (Bandelt et al.,
1999), the characters of which are said to be nonperiph-
eral. The characters assigned to the shells 1 to p are
then referred to as the peripheral characters.

To give an example, consider Tables 1 and 2. In the
data matrix of Table 1, all characters except three are
peripheral and fall into two shells. The star described
by the characters of the first shell is shown in Fig. 1a,
whereas the tree of Fig. 1b displays all peripheral
characters. In Table 2, all peripheral characters are
assigned to shell 1. The nonperipheral characters in
either case will be assigned to the subsequent shells, in

acters (which determine the terminal links of the median network)
set of Table 1 (which corresponds to the composition of all subtrees
individuals which they represent; labeled links correspond to newly
har
ata
red
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a natural extension of the process for trees; see below
(“Shelling”).

In the simplest situation the torso would be empty.
This is exactly the case when the original characters
form a clique and thus support a tree. This tree is then
easily constructed in a streamlined form of tree pop-
ping. Start with the characters of the deepest shell p.

rom the nodes of this star one then pops out the
haracters of shell p 2 1, and iterates. This “speedy”
onstruction of the tree thus proceeds from its center or
icenter through the shells toward the tips.

ubes from Anticliques

Two incompatible characters partition the haplo-
ypes into four groups that can be represented by a
ycle in which two nodes are linked when they are
istinguished by just one of the characters. Sampled
aplotypes compared at three pairwise incompatible
haracters occupy part of a cube, either in the fashion
f Fig. 2a, in which two opposite nodes are empty
ntermediate nodes, or in the fashion of Fig. 2b, in
hich at least four nodes are occupied that are pair-
ise distinguished by exactly two characters. For ex-
mple, with positions 00150, 00198, and 00207 from
able 2, we produce a cube since all eight combinations
f character states—if not already present in a sampled
aplotype—can be generated as median types: the
hree unobserved combinations 110, 011, and 101 are
btained from the haplotype triplets (9, 11, 12), (9, 12,
5), or (11, 12, 15), respectively (cf. Figs. 3e and 5). If
e were to pool the data from Tables 1 and 2, then a

our-dimensional cube would emerge, reflecting the
airwise incompatibility between the former three po-
itions in HVS II and the position 16243 in HVS I.
One expects that, more generally, k pairwise incom-

atible characters generate a k-dimensional cube; that
s, all character state combinations will eventually be
enerated by successively producing median types.
his is indeed the case (following from a universal
lgebraic fact; Bergman, 1977) and is readily estab-

FIG. 2. The generic situations for the location of sampled se-
quences in a cube with respect to three pairwise incompatible char-
acters: labeled nodes are nonempty (that is, represent sampled se-
quences) and nodes indicated by a filled circle may or may not be
empty.
cycle with four nodes (i.e., a two-dimensional “cube”)
ccupied by sampled haplotypes. In the induction step,
ssume that we have k $ 3 pairwise incompatible

characters, numbered 1 through k, and suppose that
the assertion is already verified up to k 2 1 charac-
ters. Then either set of k 2 1 characters 2, 3, . . . , k
and 1, 3, 4, . . . , k generate a (k 2 1)-dimensional
cube. Consider any node x of the k-dimensional cube
that does not represent a sampled type. We need to
show that x can be obtained by taking median types
iteratively. If we disregard the first and the second
character separately, then either truncated type asso-
ciated with x can be generated as an iterated median
type by virtue of the induction hypothesis. Performing
the median process with the omitted characters now
included, we obtain either the node x (at least once) or
the two nodes u and v, linked to x in the k-dimensional
cube, that differ from x in character 1 or 2, respectively.
The desired combination of states for x with respect to
characters 1 and 2 alone must be present in some
sampled haplotype w since these two characters are
incompatible, but then x is exactly the median type
produced from u, v, and w. This finishes the induction
step.

We can also build up the k-dimensional cube in ques-
tion by processing character by character: in step j we
double the already constructed ( j 2 1)-dimensional
cube, link the pairs of corresponding nodes, and sort
the haplotypes to the two parts according to their state
at the jth character. It suffices to label only one of the
2j 2 1 links corresponding to the jth character.

The cubes (with dimensions exceeding one) repre-
senting the anticliques (with more than one character)
thus focus on the conflicts in the data due to recurrent
mutations: any most parsimonious tree would require
at least k 2 1 additional steps for k characters forming
an anticlique.

Median Networks

So far, we have encountered here two kinds of me-
dian networks: trees and cubes (of any dimension). The
median network generated from given binary data will
normally fall in between these two extremes. Formally,
the median network may be defined as follows: the set
of nodes is given by the smallest set of sequence types
which includes the sampled types and the consensus
sequence for each triplet of (sampled or hypothetical)
types; two nodes are linked whenever there is no other
node which is intermediate between them. This defini-
tion is neither conceptually very illuminating nor ade-
quate for computational purposes. More economically,
the construction proceeds in a character-by-character
fashion. In the process of construction, compatibilities
between characters become manifest in simple branch-
ing, whereas incompatibilities increase dimensionality
by doubling parts of the network. For instance, if an-
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other character is entered into a set of characters
which are all incompatible with it, then the median
network is doubled, so that each of the previous nodes
is linked to its duplicate. This can be shown rigorously
in a fashion similar to that in the case of cubes. An
example is provided by the torso of the median network
representing the data of Table 1: after positions 16294
and 16239 have been processed (Fig. 3a), the third
position 16243 is incompatible with both of them, and
thus the path is doubled and a “domino” (Fig. 3b)
results.

The generic situation for a character a in a data set
s that the other characters are neither all compatible
or all incompatible with it. The two states, 0 and 1, of

a sort the sequence types into the sides of a: the 0-side
comprises all types with state 0 for a, whereas the

complement A9 of A consists of all types with state 1.
Since each character compatible with a has one side in
which all types have the same state at a, every char-
acter b Þ a from the data set belongs to exactly one of
the following categories: (1) b is incompatible with a,
(2) the 0-side of a includes one side of b, or (3) the 1-side
of a includes one side of b. An extremal choice of a
would simplify the picture in that one side of a is then
fully included in this set of sequences: this happens
precisely when one of the categories 2 or 3 is empty,
that is, when one side of a does not contain any side of
ny other character of the data set. The status of b does

not change when we extend the data matrix by the
(hypothetical) sequences labeling the unsampled nodes
of the median network, because the (majority) consen-
sus rule respects compatibility of characters. There-

FIG. 3. Stepwise constructions of the torsos, (b) and (e), of the me
entering the torsos are (shell-) numbered in the last row of Tables 1
fore, every link corresponding to a connects two nodes
at which each character b, compatible with a, has the
state e [ {0, 1} for which the e-side of b includes one
side of a (specifically, the 1-side of a if b is of category
2 and the 0-side of a if b is of category 3). When, in all
sampled sequences, the state at each character b com-
patible with a is made equal to the state e, then the
thus-modified sequences constitute a subnetwork of
the median network for the original data set and fur-
thermore form a copy of the median network associated
with the truncated data matrix comprising only a and
the characters b incompatible with a. The structure of
the latter network has been analyzed in the preceding
paragraph: it is obtained from the median network
associated with characters incompatible with a by du-
plication (see Fig. 3 of Bandelt et al., 1995 for an
illustration).

The order in which the characters are processed dur-
ing network construction does not affect the resulting
network. Nevertheless, the construction process can be
streamlined by a careful choice of the order, as de-
scribed next.

SPEEDY CONSTRUCTION

Extremal Characters

The characters which correspond to the terminal
links of a tree (or more generally a median network)
and the characters determining a cube all constitute
instances of what we perceive as extremal characters.
A character a is said to be extremal for a data matrix if

networks representing Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The characters
d 2. Labeling of nodes and links as in Fig. 1.
dian
an
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14 BANDELT, MACAULAY, AND RICHARDS
it a peripheral character corresponding to a terminal
link in the median network associated with the trun-
cated data matrix. Equivalently, a is extremal exactly

hen there are no distinct characters b and g in the
ata set such that b, a, and g together on their own are

represented by a path with three links, where the
interior link corresponds to a. This, in turn, can be
expressed in terms of the sides of the characters in-
volved: the set of sides of all characters is ordered by
inclusion—precisely the minimal members (not neces-
sarily of the same cardinality) of this ordered set yield
sides of extremal characters. Indeed, if both sides A, A9
of a character a are nonminimal, then there are char-
acters b and g with B and C, respectively, as one of
heir sides such that B , A and C , A9 (thus obtain-
ng a forbidden path as described above). An extremal
haracter can be found by a single pass through the
haracters (in any order): beginning with one of the two
ides of the first character, we compare the currently
eld candidate for a minimal side with the two sides of
he character under processing and substitute the
ormer by one of the latter if we obtain a proper subset
his way. The extreme situation in which every char-
cter is extremal has been investigated by Bandelt and
an de Vel (1991): exactly in this case the maximal
ubes in the associated median network would share a
ommon node.

helling

Recall that the shelling of a clique and its associated
ree amounts to collapsing successively terminal links
nd thereby moving tip types stepwise toward a central
ode. When one aims at generalizing this to arbitrary
ata matrices and their median networks, one typically
aces the obstacle that the extremal characters are not
ecessarily pairwise compatible and hence do not con-
orm to a star. We therefore need to take care to select
t each stage a collection of pairwise compatible ex-
remal characters. No further requirement is imposed,
ut we would normally prefer a collection (maximal
ith respect to inclusion) to which no further extremal

haracter could be added without violating compatibil-
ty. The collection however selected is then called the
uter shell or shell 1. We iterate this procedure by
emoving all shell 1 characters from the data matrix
nd updating the list of extremal characters; those that
ere extremal and not put into shell 1 stay extremal,
ut the truncated matrix will typically admit new ex-
remal characters (unless all shell 1 characters were
ncompatible with the remaining characters). The next
ollection of pairwise compatible extremal characters
s then the shell with the next number, and so forth,
ntil all characters have been assigned to shells. This
rdered partition of the characters is then called a
helling. Mathematically speaking, a shelling is any
apping of the characters to natural numbers such
airwise compatible and (2) for any three distinct char-
cters b, a, and g determining a path with interior link

corresponding to a, at least one of b and g has a smaller
shell number than a.

The effect of the shelling process can be visualized in
the median network representing the full data matrix
as a kind of organized trip of the sampled types toward
a single node. Whenever an extremal character a exits
to a shell, one replaces all coordinates of the sampled
sequences at a by the state shared by the side A9
complementary to a (chosen) minimal side A of a, so
that henceforth this character becomes unvaried in the
thus-modified data matrix. After all characters have
been processed, the final modified data matrix com-
prises a single sequence which labels a node of the
median network; we refer to this sequence/node as the
center of the shelling. The potential centers of a shell-
ing form some cube of dimension $0, because both
sides of a character a in shell i are minimal with
respect to the truncated data matrix of shells $ i ex-
actly when shell i comprises only a and a is incompat-
ible with all characters of shells $ i11: one could shift
these singleton shells to the end of the shelling, where
they determine the cube of potential shelling centers.

To give an example, consider the numbering of the
characters in the last two rows of Tables 1 and 2: in
both cases a shelling is indicated that entails shellings
of periphery and torso separately. For Table 1 one can
devise another (“greedy”) shelling which no longer sep-
arates periphery from torso but requires only three
shells, by assigning character 16239 to shell 1, charac-
ter 16243 to shell 2, and character 16294 to shell 3
instead.

For network construction, it would be desirable to
minimize the total number of necessary shells. To find
an optimal shelling (i.e., one for which this minimum
number of shells is attained), however, turns out to be
a computationally hard problem. For the mathemati-
cally inclined reader we briefly indicate why. Any
2-connected, nonbipartite, triangle-free graph G can be
turned into a binary data matrix (viz., its edge–vertex
incidence matrix), where the characters correspond to
the vertices and the individuals are the edges: in each
character, state 1 appears at those individuals which
as edges of G share the vertex associated with this
haracter. The nodes of the median network generated
rom this data matrix are the incidence vectors of the
dges of G plus all unit vectors (i.e., the vectors with a
ingle 1 coordinate) and the zero vector. The network
as no 3-cubes (because G is triangle-free) and is its
wn torso (because G is 2-connected). In this particular
ase, two characters are compatible precisely when the
ombination 1,1 of states does not occur. Hence, every
artition of the character set into sets of pairwise com-
atible characters is a shelling centered at the zero
ector and vice versa. The shellings centered at the
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15MEDIAN NETWORKS FOR HUMAN mtDNA
with the colorings of the graph G (Bandelt and van de
el, 1989). For any shelling with another center, the
eepest shell consists of a single character, which could
s well become the outer shell instead, so that this
hifted shelling would now be centered at the zero
ector. Then, as G is nonbipartite, the data matrix does
ot admit any shelling with just two shells. The deci-
ion problem of whether three shells suffice (“3-shel-
ability”) for this data matrix is thus equivalent to the
roblem of whether the graph G is 3-chromatic. Since
-colorability is NP-complete (even for the particular
lass of graphs described here), so is 3-shellability.
herefore, one cannot hope to design an efficient algo-
ithm for optimal shelling. In practice, though, the
ollowing “greedy” approach would do the job.

rocedure Greedy Shelling

• Input: Preprocessed binary data matrix.
• Iteration: Beginning with the input matrix as cur-

ent matrix and setting i 5 1, determine the extremal
haracters of the current matrix and process them in
heir input order. Take the first extremal character,
hen the next extremal one that is compatible with the
rst, then select the next one compatible with the
ormer two, and so on, until all extremal characters
ave been screened. The selected characters form shell
. The remaining characters constitute the current ma-
rix for the next round, with i increased by 1. Continue
s long as the current matrix is not empty.

etwork Construction

We construct the median network shellwise from the
enter of a shelling. At initialization, the network (for
he empty character set) consists only of the center
ode, which temporarily hosts all sampled types.
henever a character a is processed, the correspond-

ng coordinate of the center sequence determines which
ypes are popped out, viz., exactly those which have the
ariant state at a compared to the center. For brevity,

we refer to these types together as the variant side of a
(relative to the shelling center). For the iteration as-
sume that the median network of the truncated data
matrix for shells $ i11 has been constructed, where
1 # i # s, with s being the largest shell number. For
ach character a in shell i determine the characters

from shells $ i11 incompatible with a. These charac-
ers are then represented by a subnetwork exactly
omprising the nodes which share with the variant side
f a the same (unvaried) state combination for the

other characters compatible with a from shells $ i11.
Consequently, this subnetwork includes all shortest
aths between any of its nodes—and is the smallest
ne with this property which includes the variant side
f a.) This subnetwork is then matched to a copy, in

which the variant side of a is moved to its matched
neighbor; the matching links all correspond to charac-
ter a and are drawn in parallel for easier recognition.
This popping process can be carried out independently
(without updating) for all the characters of shell i since
he variant sides of these characters are disjoint (by
ompatibility). So, it can never happen that a type
eeds to be moved more than once per shell. After the
uter shell has been finished, the median network of
he data matrix is complete.

For the data of Tables 1 and 2 with shellings as
ndicated, the construction proceeds from Fig. 3a to
ig. 3b and then in two steps to Fig. 4, which thus
epresents Table 1, and from Fig. 3c via Fig. 3d to Fig.
e and finally to Fig. 5, representing Table 2. It ap-
ears that the HVS I network is more tree-like.

GREEDY REDUCTION

The median network generated from the raw data
atrix (of binary characters) will in general be unnec-

ssarily large, because it includes potential evolution-
ry pathways which are extremely unlikely. We have

FIG. 4. Median network representing Table 1, which displays
HVS I variation in the !Kung (Vigilant et al., 1989). The node labeled
“0” corresponds to the consensus sequence type (encoded by a string
of zeros).
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therefore proposed a method of reconstructing the most
obvious recurrent mutations by splitting characters
into new characters that account for the hypothetical
multiple hits (Bandelt et al., 1995). The thus-trans-
ormed data matrix is then turned into a median net-
ork, which has been called the “reduced” median net-
ork to distinguish it from the (“full”) median network
enerated from the raw data. This process has been
eferred to as “reduction” since both homoplasy of the
ata matrix and resulting reticulation in the associ-
ted network are reduced. The explicit reconstruction
f recurrent mutations involves a local search, focusing

on only a few characters at a time. Each of the reduc-
tion steps employs a parsimony criterion and addition-
ally invokes a frequency criterion (for sampled se-
quence types). To speed up this process for manual
analysis as well as computer search, we here propose to
modify the reduction rules of Bandelt et al. (1995)
slightly and to operate with a priority order for the
characters. Reductions will then be performed in a
greedy manner (rather than evaluating all potential
reduction instances and choosing the best); that is,
whenever an instance shows up in the processing order
and conforms to the reduction rules, the reduction is
executed. A final postprocessing is proposed to undo
(rare) instances of excessively greedy reduction. The
resulting reconstructed data matrix is then repre-
sented by what will be called the greedily reduced
median (GRM) network. Since reductions cannot affect
the periphery, greedy reduction will operate only on
the nonperipheral characters. In fact, the characters

FIG. 5. Median network representing Table 2, which displays
HVS II variation in the !Kung (Vigilant et al., 1989). The node
labeled “0” corresponds to the consensus sequence type. Indel events
are indicated by suffixes to the nucleotide position concerned: “del”
for a deletion and “1C” for the insertion of a cytosine.
needed in the reduction queries. One could employ the
decomposition strategy described in Bandelt et al.
(1995, p. 747), but for the sake of conceptual simplicity
we will consider the whole torso as the target of reduc-
tion.

Priority Order

We propose basing the priority order on estimated
relative mutational rates of sites. There is by now
sufficient evidence that the positions in the control
region of human mtDNA vary greatly in their muta-
tional rates, with transversions much less probable
than transitions. Hasegawa et al. (1993) have analyzed
HVS I in regard to positional mutability. Although
more refined methods and additional phylogenetic in-
formation are needed to estimate the actual positional
mutation rates, their list (their Table 3) gives a good
impression as to which positions in HVS I may be
expected to be hypervariable. The three most variable
positions in HVS I are reported to be nps 16129, 16189,
and 16311; this concurs with our experience that nps
16189 and 16311 are the major troublemakers in phy-
logenetic analyses of Eurasian and Native American
HVS I data (Forster et al., 1996; Richards et al., 1996),
whereas np 16129 appears to be extremely variable in
African haplogroup L1 lineages (Watson et al., 1997).

The Hasegawa et al. (1993) list is translated here
into relative mutational rates by dividing the posi-
tional scores by the total score (i.e., the number of all
recorded mutational events). Note that the positions
which were not observed to vary in their compiled data
set should not be regarded as absolutely invariable but
instead should receive a mutational score between zero
and one, say 1

3. The relative mutational rate of a char-
acter, constituted by several sites, is then the product
of the individual rates of the constituent sites (assum-
ing independence of sites). To ensure that the relative
mutation rates of the characters under consideration
give a strict linear order, inverted to give the priority
order, ties must be broken (arbitrarily if no further
information is available). Thus, the higher the muta-
tion rate, the lower the priority.

Reduction Rules

To motivate the reduction process, let us reverse the
approach and suppose that we know the true tree with
the mutations (all constituting transitions, say) re-
corded at the links. Consider a single instance of ho-
moplasy: assume that two mutations hit the same site.
Then we distinguish three cases: (1) the two mutations
happened along one and the same link of the true tree,
thus canceling each other, (2) the two mutations hit
two distinct links sharing a common end node, or (3)
the two mutations hit links which are connected by a
shortest path of k $ 1 links in the true tree. In cases
(1) and (2), the recurrent events (“hidden mutations”)
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17MEDIAN NETWORKS FOR HUMAN mtDNA
are unreconstructible from the observed data, which
nevertheless perfectly conform to a (wrong) tree. In
case (3), the full median network will represent the
recurrent event by exhibiting some reticulation in the
form of a single chain of k 4-cycles (“k-ladder”; see Figs.
6a, 6b, and 6e). This network would also be recovered
in this trivial case even by distance-based methods,
such as split decomposition (Bandelt and Dress, 1992)
or the heuristic approach of Fitch (1997). If two homo-
plastic events of type (3) took place, then it may happen
that the two ladders which would separately reflect
each event would overlap or fold up in the full median
network. Figures 6c and 6d illustrate the correspond-
ing reticulate parts of the network in two generic in-

FIG. 6. The five instances of greedy reduction. Each diagram
displays the median network relative to characters 1, 2, etc.; the
reduced median network is represented by unbroken lines and pos-
tulates recurrent mutations at character 1 (underlined), which is
replaced by characters 1a, 1b (and 1c). Labeled nodes are assumed to
be nonempty, that is, at which sample frequency f is larger than zero;
w refers to character weights; r $ 1 is a prescribed parameter (set
to 2 in all subsequent examples). Reduction is executed only when all
respective inequalities are valid and an additional compatibility
check for the resolution of character 1 into two or three new charac-
ters is passed (see text).
mutually overlapping 2-ladders incurred by recurrent
changes at the same character (No. 1), whereas the
cube (Fig. 6c) arises when the ladders fold up, as a
result of homoplastic events at two characters (No. 1
and one of Nos. 2 and 3).

The recurrent changes at character 1 in each in-
stance depicted in Fig. 6 can be reconstructed by par-
simony as long as the weight of character 1 exceeds the
total weight of the other characters incompatible with
it. In the instance shown in Fig. 6a, however, there
would be two alternative pathways (cf. Fig. 4 of Ban-
delt et al., 1995), indistinguishable by parsimony
alone, which would account for two changes at charac-
ter 1. In this case, the frequency with which the types
were sampled can assist in choosing the pathway
which is more likely. For example, if type A is sampled
more often than type X, as well as B more often than Y,
then there is a good chance that A and B bear the
ancestral state at character 1, particularly when they
are taken from an expanding population (Donnelly and
Tavaré, 1986). In contrast, if character 1 underwent a
back mutation, then the expected frequency pattern
would not allow us to prefer one path over the other
and the rectangle would thus remain unresolved. In all
remaining instances (Figs. 6b–6e), we will employ fre-
quencies to guide and reinforce the parsimony decision:
if the observed frequency pattern is at odds with the
expectation, then the resolution is blocked at this stage
of the analysis. As the intermediate types enter the
frequency comparisons twice, even back mutations
have a fair chance of being identified. To lower the risk
of false reconstructions we will require that the parsi-
mony decision itself be more clear-cut, by introducing a
factor r . 1, the reduction threshold, in the compari-
on of character weights: the multiple changes of char-
cter 1 in Fig. 6 will be recognized only when its weight
s at least r times the total weight of the other charac-
ers indicated in the figure (see the weight inequalities
n Fig. 6). Then each set of characters in the (torso)
ata set which conforms to one of the five instances
Figs. 6a–6e) constitutes a potential reduction in-
tance. Resolution of character 1 would then entail its
eplacement by two or three (in instance Fig. 6d) new
haracters 1a, 1b (and 1c) which distinguish the recur-
ent changes. These new characters inherit the priority
f the old character 1 but with ties broken at random.
efore actually reducing the homoplasy in this way, an
dditional check must be passed, as motivated next.
An implicit goal of the reduction process could be

een as to reduce the level of data homoplasy, as ex-
ressed by character incompatibility. Although the
eight and frequency conditions alone would normally
chieve this, there are, however, potential pitfalls,
hich may occur with real data such as human Y-STRs

Peter Forster, pers. comm.). Figure 7 displays an ar-
ificial instance illustrating this problem: four haplo-
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18 BANDELT, MACAULAY, AND RICHARDS
types A, B, E, and F with frequency 1 and two haplo-
types C and D with frequency 3 are distinguished by
three characters 1, 2, and 3 having weights 1, r, and
r 1 2, respectively, where r . 1. With the reduction
threshold set to r, there is only a single possibility for
reduction, invoking the rectangle rule for character 1
vs character 2; no further reduction can then be carried
out. This result, however, is hardly convincing: while
the length of a most parsimonious tree is 3r 1 4, the
shortest trees connecting the six haplotypes in the
reduced median network have length 3r 1 6. To mea-
sure the amount of incompatibility, we propose taking
the sum of the products of weights for all incompatible
pairs of characters. The total weight of incompatibili-
ties in the original data set is thus r z (1 1 r 1 2) 5
r(r 1 3), whereas the total weight for the “reduced”
data set equals (1 1 r 1 1) z (r 1 2) 5 (r 1 2)2. This
increase is reflected in the grid sizes of Figs. 7a and 7b.
In general, the total weight of incompatibilities is pro-
portional to the total area of the rectangular “cells” of
the median network, provided that no three characters
are pairwise incompatible. To anticipate such unfavor-
able cases (in the presence of considerable homoplasy),
an additional compatibility check is introduced before
reduction is actually executed. Assume that character
1 is processed as a potentially resolvable character
conforming to one of the instances in Fig. 6. The com-
patibility check now demands that every character of
the currently processed data matrix which is compati-
ble with character 1 should also be compatible with any
of the new resolutions of character 1. Notice that the
compatibility check for character 1 in the above exam-
ple (Fig. 7) would block the resolution of this character:
characters 1 and 3 are compatible (Fig. 7a) but the two
new characters substituting character 1 (both labeled
by 1 in Fig. 7b) would become incompatible with char-
acter 3.

Now we have all the ingredients at hand for applying

FIG. 7. Median network (a) and the reduced median (RM) net-
work (b) for an artificial data set distinguishing haplotypes A–F
relative to weighted characters 1, 2, and 3. This reduction (performed
with r 5 2), however, violates the compatibility criterion for char-
cters 1 and 3. Lengths of links are proportional to character weights
nd areas of circles are proportional to haplotype frequencies.
in rounds i 5 1, . . . , m, each associated with a reduc-
tion threshold ri in decreasing order r1 . . . . . rm. As
a rough guideline, we propose to choose m from 1, 2,
nd 3 and reduction thresholds between 3 and 1.5.
ince it is very likely that the low-priority characters
nderwent recurrent changes rather than the ones of
igh priority, we seek to resolve a character having low
riority first. To this end, start in round i with the

lowest priority character and name it No. 1 tempo-
rarily. Then we seek the lexicographically highest pri-
ority set of characters (designated as 2 to k 1 1) which
ogether with the current No. 1 conform to one of the
eduction instances, thus meeting the weight and fre-
uency requirements, such that the resolution of char-
cter 1 passes the compatibility check. After character
has been processed we proceed to the next character
p the priority order, which now plays the role of No. 1,
nd continue in the same way until the highest priority
haracter has been processed. If any reductions have
een made in this first pass through the priority queue,
e make a second pass, to allow for cases in which the

esolution of a low-priority character depends on one of
igher priority having already been resolved. We loop
hrough the priority queue until a pass occurs in which
o reductions are performed. Then round i terminates
nd we enter the next round with the new reduction
hreshold (as long as i , m).

ostprocessing

Often one does not have to worry about the order in
hich the reduction steps are executed. Where it does
atter, the priority order assists in performing the
ost promising reductions first. Inevitably, the delib-

rately myopic view of just a few characters at a time
ay lead to reconstructions that are not fully justifi-

ble in some cases. To compensate partially for unfor-
unate decisions taken at an early stage of the reduc-
ion algorithm, we propose performing an a posteriori
earch.
Again we employ the given priority order of charac-

ers, but now start with the highest priority character
f the torso. If this character changes more than once
n the reduced median network, then we collapse all
inks corresponding to the predicted resolutions of this
haracter and then apply the reduction criteria to de-
ermine whether we can restore the initial decision. It
ay happen that some of the hypothesized recurrent
utations can now no longer be separated, and instead

he network grows by adding further cycles or cubes to
xpress the ambiguity: see Fig. 8a for a generic in-
tance. To give an example from a real data set, con-
ider the network of “isolated African lineages” from
atson et al. (1997, Fig. 3), which was obtained by an

early implementation of the reduction procedure as
described by Bandelt et al. (1995). In this network
three mutations are postulated at np 16274: two of
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19MEDIAN NETWORKS FOR HUMAN mtDNA
those, labeled as 16274a and 16274c, are attached to
links both incident with a single link corresponding to
16293a. If we focus only on nps 16274a, 16274c, and
16293a, we have a path of length 3. We would thus
merge 16274a and 16274c back into one character,
which would then create a cube in the African network
(since 16360a is incompatible with both 16293a and
the merged character 16273a/c). This may better rep-
resent the uncertainty that we have about the internal
branching of the Western/Central African cluster.

After the highest priority character has been pro-
cessed and the network possibly expanded, we proceed
to the next character in the priority order and continue
until the lowest priority character has been processed.
If any expansion has been performed along the way,
then we pass again through the list of nonperipheral
characters and so on until we arrive at a stable net-
work.

Algorithm GRM

• Input: Binary sequences without ambiguities and
with weighted positions.

• Preprocessing: Group individuals into haplotypes
(recording frequencies) and varied sequence positions
into characters (adding up weights).

• Priority: Turn relative mutation rates into a prior-
ity order.

• Rounds: Select a sequence of decreasing reduction
thresholds r1 . r2 . . . . . rm at which greedy re-

uction is executed sequentially.
• Reduction: Seek to resolve the lowest priority char-

FIG. 8. Two median networks (a) and (d), their greedy reductions
e), and the resulting networks (c) and (f), after postprocessing.
cter in the torso with the help of the highest priority
haracters in the torso according to the rules of Fig. 6
including the compatibility check)—and so forth
hrough the priority order, until no further reductions
ccur.
• Postprocessing: Check the hypothesized resolution

f recurrent mutations for every character of the orig-
nal torso data matrix against the other resolved char-
cters.
• Shelling: We make three calls to the procedure
reedy Shelling. In the first, the peripheral characters
f the original data matrix are sorted into the outer
hells 1 to p first. The next shells, p11 to q, are re-
erved for the peripheral hypothesized characters of
he final data matrix, which was obtained from the
riginal torso data matrix in the reduction process.
inally, the remaining hypothesized characters, deter-
ining the torso of the GRM network, are placed into

he deepest shells $ q11.
• Network construction: Characters are processed in

reverse shelling order (beginning with the deepest
shell). Duplicated subnetworks are popped out in par-
allel for the characters of each shell in turn. After the
GRM torso is completed, the final q steps amount to
planting the pendant subtrees.

Comparison of RM and GRM

The algorithm GRM differs from the reduced median
network method (RM: Bandelt et al., 1995) in five as-
pects: (i) the reduction threshold r is not fixed to 2, (ii)
additional reduction rules (cube and trifolium) are

h respect to priority orderings given by character numbering (b) and
wit
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20 BANDELT, MACAULAY, AND RICHARDS
in the updated character set is performed as part of
each reduction rule, (iv) reduction instances are exe-
cuted “on-line” by employing the priority order of char-
acters (thus avoiding the storage and comparison of all
possible reduction instances as with RM), and (v) post-
processing is performed to weed out obsolete reduc-
tions.

SIMULATION STUDY

To assess the performance of the reduction rules, a
simulation was undertaken to generate data sets in
which the true evolutionary pathways were known a
priori; these data sets were subsequently analyzed as
described above. Parameters were chosen to mimic in a
Mickey Mouse fashion the pattern of HVS I variation
in Eurasia. A demography consisting of a sudden ex-
pansion of effective population size t generations ago
rom size N0 (applicable at all earlier times) to size N1

(up to the present) was used. The average rate of mu-
tation over nps 16090–16365 was taken from Forster et

l. (1996) and the relative rates of the different sites in
his mtDNA region were taken from the list of Hase-
awa et al. (1993; their Table 3). The coalescent process
Kingman, 1982) was employed to generate a geneal-
gy (“coalescent tree”) of n individuals in this scenario.
utations were scattered on each branch of this tree as
Poisson process with parameter equal to mutation

ate 3 branch length, as per the model of infinite sites.
ach of these distinct mutations was remapped (to a
odel of finite sites), by choosing to identify the muta-

ion with a site in the list of Hasegawa et al. (1993),
electing the site with a probability proportional to the
umber of hits that it received in their table. The
omplete set of mutations was remapped a number of
imes to investigate the effect of homoplasy in various
arts of the tree. For our study, we took N0 5 750,

N1 5 10,000, and t 5 1000 generations or 25,000
years. In combination with Forster et al.’s (1996) cali-
bration of the HVS I mutation rate, m 5 0.00124 tran-
sitions per generation, these values imply that the
usual mutation–drift and expansion time parameters
(Rogers and Harpending, 1992) here are u0 5 2 mN0

5 1.86, u1 5 2 mN1 5 24.8 and t 5 2 mt 5 2.48. The
sample size was n 5 50. The gene tree of the infinite
sites data contained 40 segregating sites and 25 hap-
lotypes. Ten mappings to finite sites were performed
and GRM networks constructed using the parameter
settings m 5 1, r1 5 2, uniform weights, and a pri-
ority order based on the rank of sites in the Hasegawa
list.

The realized genealogy coalesced 56,800 years ago,
more than twice as far back as the expansion: the
ground of five founder haplotypes. If we estimate the
average number of mutations from the root to every
sequence, that is, the statistic r (Forster et al., 1996),
we obtain a value of 2.68, which translates into an
estimated coalescence time of 54,100 years, a happy
result, considering that even a lower-bound on the
expected root-mean-square error of this value, ob-
tained assuming a perfect star phylogeny (clearly not
satisfied here), is 64700 years. A combined r for the
five expansion clusters yields an age of 30,700 6 3400
ears.
Before considering the GRM networks generated

rom the fully remapped (finite sites) data, we investi-
ate how the reduction rules fare when just a pair of
utations is mapped to the same site. Of all the pos-

ible mappings of the 40 mutations in our tree onto 39
ites, 18% lead to hidden mutations (2% are of type 1
nd 16% of type 2, referring to the categorization at the
eginning of the section “Reduction rules”), 27% to
nresolvable squares (as in Fig. 6a, but with w(1) 5

w(2)), 5% to rectangles among which one tenth are
unresolvable, and 50% to resolvable ladders; all reso-
lutions were correct. When, however, the mutations
are simultaneously mapped onto fewer sites (about 31
sites in our 10 remappings), some interaction takes
place that sporadically results in incorrect reductions.
The reduction rule which seems likely to be most vul-
nerable is the rectangle rule (Fig. 6a) as it solely relies
on frequencies of observed types. In the GRM networks
shown in Figs. 9 and 10a–10i generated from the data
for the 10 remappings, we observe two topology errors,
where inappropriate reductions have occurred: the
branch to L in Fig. 10c and the branch to O in Fig. 10g.
The first arises from the rectangle reduction rule (Fig.
6a) and the second from the domino rule (Fig. 6b). One
additional topology error is made by the RM algorithm
(which otherwise leads to the same networks as GRM)
in the data of Fig. 10e, where U becomes detached from
V and reattaches to R. A number of events are hidden
in the reconstructions, typically at least two per dia-
gram: however, these events, either reversions on a
single branch (e.g., from G to L in Fig. 10a) or acciden-
tal parallelisms in neighboring branches (e.g., muta-
tion 1 on the branches leading from G to O and H in
Fig. 9), would be unreconstructed by almost any
method. Disregarding these unreconstructible events,
we count eight networks that contain the true tree,
although it is usually not among the most parsimoni-
ous trees encompassed in the network. The cube reduc-
tion rule (Fig. 6c) was invoked four times in all, twice in
Fig. 10e and once each in Figs. 9 and 10i. The incom-
patibility check came into operation twice to postpone
otherwise permissible reduction instances (Figs. 10b
and 10g), both cases in the context of 2 3 2 grids of
ncompatible characters. Only once was a character
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that had been resolved refolded by the postprocessing
step (Fig. 10b), and in that case, the result was the
same network as that generated by RM following quite
another route.

Are Cavalli-Sforza and Minch (1997) correct when
they claim that “the mtDNA D-loop is probably
plagued by noise”? As argued by Richards et al. (1997)
and as demonstrated here, this is hardly the case.
Indeed, the simulation probably exaggerates the lapses
since it assumes that (i) the zero hit positions in the
Hasegawa list are really invariable and (ii) the effec-
tive population size is constant after the sudden expan-
sion. In practice, we are further assisted in many cases
by additional knowledge of the RFLP haplogroup sta-
tus of the founder lineages. If we were to assume such
information available here distinguishing the founder
lineages, then the situation would dramatically im-
prove: the reduction errors are eliminated, many hid-
den mutations are resolved, and the three cubes dis-
appear along with almost all cycles.

FIG. 9. The reduced median (RM as well as GRM) network for
the first simulated data set. Numbers indicate positions in a hypo-
thetical stretch of mtDNA not unlike HVS I, but ordered from fastest
(1, 2) to slowest (88–143). Underlining denotes resolved parallel
mutation. The circles labeled by letters denote haplotypes, with
circle areas proportional to their frequency in the sample. The solid
links are branches in the (known) haplotype tree. Lines composed of
long dashes are links that are present in the network but not in the
true tree, while stippled links are present in the true tree but not in
the network and thus indicate hidden events and topology errors.
The asterisk labels the root of the network.
Data Recombination

With mitochondrial DNA there is no evidence for
recombination in vivo (notwithstanding Hagelberg et
al., 1999, who chose to explain an enigmatic pattern at
a single position by recombination)—and this is why
one is willing to perform tree analyses. Recorded data,
however, usually have passed a long way from the
mitochondria on to the printed page or database,
through several virtual cycles of replication. Recombi-
nation in vitro or in silico may very well occur in the
presence of contamination or with mistyping. The most
likely source for such inadvertent hybridization, how-
ever, is the mislabeling of samples whenever distinct
shorter stretches need to be read (as with autoradio-
graphs) or sequenced separately (e.g., HVS I plus II or
HVS I plus RFLPs).

Potential instances of hybridization are provided by
the combined HVS I and RFLP data for Amerindians
from Fig. 2 of Santos et al. (1996), viz., in those six
haplotypes which the authors called “unusual.” Haplo-
type S18/R13 from this study has the same RFLP pat-
tern (R13) as the genuine haplotype S26/R13 from hap-
logroup B, but its HVS I part (S18) is the exact overlay
of the HVS I parts of S26/R13 and the genuine haplo-
type S32/R15 from haplogroup C. Similarly, the HVS I
part of S17/R12 is the exact overlay of the HVS I parts
of S22/R13 from haplogroup B and S38/R18 from hap-
logroup C, whereas the RFLP part comes from S22/
R13, except at restriction site 13065, which may have
been inherited from S38/R18.

Another good case in question is the Bulgarian data
set produced by Calafell et al. (1996): one sequence (No.
30) combines the HVS I motif for RFLP haplogroup J
with the HVS II motif for haplogroup X, while con-
versely sequence 31 has the hybrid X/J motif. When we
focus only on nps 16069, 16126, 16189, 16223, 16278,
and 16293 in HVS I and nps 00153, 00188, 00195,
00225, 00226, 00228, and 00298 in HVS II, the full
median network (prior to reduction), relative to these
13 positions, displays a pronounced two-dimensional
grid structure, with one dimension corresponding to
the HVS I sites and the other to the HVS II sites
exclusively: see Fig. 11. The most parsimonious expla-
nation is that the HVS II sequences for individuals 30
and 31 have been interchanged by mistake. After cor-
rection, individuals 20 and 31 as well as individuals 30
and 45 would have identical subsequences (with re-
spect to those positions), and the corresponding median
network would slim down considerably.

A systematic way to detect such a pattern or other
partial row shifts in data tables is to visualize the
pairwise incompatibilities (Jakobsen and Easteal,
1996). Alternatively, a thorough search through all
quartets of sequences could assist, as is done in statis-
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FIG. 10. Reduced median (GRM) networks generated from nine further remappings of the simulated data, as in Fig. 9, except that
ositions are not labeled. The RM networks are identical, except for case (e), as discussed in the text.
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tical geometry (Eigen et al., 1988). Four binary se-
uences can always be represented by an at most
hree-dimensional cube plus four terminal links. If two
f the cube dimensions are supported by more than two
ites each, then one should be alarmed and construct
he full median network for all sequences truncated to
hose sites in the cube. In the case of the Bulgarian
ata, sequences 20, 30, 31, and 45 would give rise to a
3 7 rectangle, which is framing the grid-like network

f Fig. 11.
We next reanalyze two small mtDNA data sets for

oth hypervariable segments, which display typical
eatures of Eurasian control region data.

ulgarian mtDNA

We subjected 30 Bulgarian sequences from Calafell
t al. (1996, their Table 1) to greedy reduction, applied
o HVS I and HVS II separately. The resulting net-
orks are displayed in Figs. 12 and 13. For HVS I,

ecurrent mutations were reconstructed at four (highly
ariable) positions; one cube and one cycle remain un-
esolved in the network, in both of which highly vari-
ble positions are also involved. In view of our simula-
ions, which were tailored to HVS I with a similar
mount of variation, we would expect some hidden
ecurrent mutations. This turns out to be the case
hen we employ additional information about HVS I
otifs for different RFLP haplogroups (Torroni et al.,

996). Sequence 46 probably belongs to haplogroup H,
hereas sequences 20 and 31 are members of haplo-
roup X, and therefore the seemingly shared transition
t np 16189 is in fact incurred by two independent
vents. Similarly, the transition at np 16311 on the
ay to No. 25 (haplogroup HV: Macaulay et al., 1999)
nd Nos. 5, 8, 37, and 47 (haplogroup K) has to be
esolved into two events. This does not come as a sur-

FIG. 11. Median network highlighting an artifactual recombina
Bulgarians from Calafell et al. (1996; their Table 1). The node labeled
positions in HVS I and II were selected which are informative (with
rise since we regard nps 16189 and 16311 as the two
ost variable positions in the first segment of Eur-

sian mtDNAs (cf. Forster et al., 1996). Further, there
ay be a topology error involving the location of se-

uences A4, 10, and 24, which becomes evident
hrough a thorough search of the European mtDNA
atabase: np 16270 is characteristic for a major branch
U5: Richards et al., 1998; Torroni et al., 1996) of hap-
ogroup U and should correspond to a basal link
ranching from the CRS (the node marked by an as-
erisk in Fig. 12), so that the branch leading to No. 10
ust have experienced a back mutation at np 16270.
equence 24 probably also belongs to haplogroup U5,
hus suggesting yet another parallel mutation at 16311
nd (oddly enough) another back mutation at np
6270.
Comparing the reduced median network of Fig. 12
ith trees estimated using other phylogenetic meth-
ds, we find that, for example, this network happens to
omprise exactly all most parsimonious reconstruc-
ions of the most parsimonious trees. Among those, we
lso find the most parsimonious reconstructions of the
our distinct neighbor-joining trees (Saitou and Nei,
987), depending on the order in which the sequences
re entered. In contrast, the result offered by a com-
lete run of quartet puzzling (Strimmer and von Hae-
eler, 1996) is somewhat puzzling: the link testifying to
he sister group relationship of haplogroups J and T
which is well established: Macaulay et al., 1999) is
ost. Quartet puzzling seems to get quickly puzzled by
eripheral parallel mutations, which would not
resent a problem for standard parsimony-based meth-
ds. This failure should not be attributed to maximum-
ikelihood (at which quartet puzzling aims), but rather
o the inadequacy of consensus methods based on quar-

event between sequences 30 and 31 in the HVS I and II data for
an asterisk represents the majority of the sequences. Exactly those

spect to parsimony) for the quartet Nos. 20, 30, 31, and 45.
tion
by
re
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tets (incorporated in quartet puzzling and split decom-
position) for this kind of intraspecific data. Stone and
Stoneking (1998) make a similar observation in con-
nection with Asian and Native American HVS I data.

HVS II has little to offer for further clarifying the

FIG. 12. The reduced median (RM as well as GRM) network for t
n asterisk corresponds to the CRS. Underlining indicates reconstru
picture that we obtain with HVS I. Only haplogroups J
(Nos. 30, 34, and 45) and X (Nos. 20 and 31) can be
recognized by their respective signature positions in
HVS II. In contrast, haplogroups K (Nos. 5, 8, 37, and
47) and T (Nos. 11, 13, and 40) are scattered over the

HVS I data of Bulgarians (Calafell et al., 1996). The node labeled by
d recurrent mutations.
he
cte
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network of Fig. 13. This network (actually composed of
the most parsimonious trees) predicts at least one re-
current event at np 00073, in sequence 25. However,
this reconstruction does not conform to other informa-
tion at hand, which suggests that sequences with the
HVS I motif 16067T are members of haplogroup HV
(e.g., Macaulay et al., 1999). On the other hand, se-
quence 32 is expected to have undergone a back muta-
tion at 00073, since identical HVS I sequences have
been found, for example, in the Mediterranean area,
with confirmed haplogroup H status (Torroni et al.,
1996 and unpublished data).

Finally, we estimated a tentative tree from the com-
bined data (after correction of the recombination error
described above), anticipating RFLP haplogroup status
in the light of the worldwide sequence database. We
estimate that two mutational hits occurred at nps
16086, 16261, 16278, and 00073, three hits at nps
16129, 16189, 16270, 16311, 00146, 00150, 00152, and
00199, and five hits at np 00195. Note that nps 16129,
16189, and 16311 appear as the three most variable
positions of HVS I in the list of Hasegawa et al. (1993).

lthough on average HVS II seems to be somewhat less
ariable (per position) than HVS I (Harpending et al.,
993), the homoplastic events are more numerous in
VS II but concentrated on fewer sites: see Fig. 14a.

apanese mtDNA

The data provided by Oota et al. (1995) comprise two
elatively short segments of HVS I and II, called MT1
nd MT3 by these authors, covering nps 16231–16362
nd 00146–00263, respectively. The reduced median
GRM) networks for HVS I and II are shown in Figs. 15
nd 16. Notice that to resolve the recurrent mutations

FIG. 13. The reduced median (GRM) network for the HVS II
ata of Bulgarians (Calafell et al., 1996). The node labeled by an
sterisk corresponds to the CRS except at np 00263. Indels in the
ytosine tracts near 00309 and 00315 are ignored.
nto action, while for postulating three mutations at np
0146, cube reduction (Fig. 6c) was needed. The differ-
nce between the two networks is considerable, al-
hough MT1 and MT3 harbor an almost equal amount
f variation: while the network for MT1 constitutes the
nique most parsimonious tree, the web-like network
or MT3 is composed of more than 2000 most parsimo-
ious trees.
Taking RFLP information (Forster et al., 1996; Tor-

oni et al., 1994) and further Asian HVS I and II data
Lee et al., 1997) into consideration, we would predict

that a major part of the branch described by 16362C
belongs to haplogroup D, 16304C in conjunction with a
deletion at np 00248 characterizes haplogroup F, and
the nucleotides 16290T, 16319A, and 00235G together
determine haplogroup A. When we put together the
MT1 and MT3 data, we estimate a tentative tree of
total length 44 steps (not shown); two mutations are
inferred at nps 16249, 00195, 00199, and 00207, three
mutations at nps 16311, 00146, and 00152, and four
mutations at np 00150: see Fig. 14b.

Hot Spots in HVS II

The positions in HVS II which have undergone re-
current mutations in both examples are nps 00146

FIG. 14. Numbers of sites in the two segments of the control
region with inferred number (1–5) of mutational hits: (a) contrasting
HVS I and HVS II in Bulgarians (cf. Figs. 12 and 13); (b) contrasting
the subsegments MT1 and MT3 in Japanese (cf. Figs. 15 and 16).
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(with 6 hits), 00150 (7 hits), 00152 (6), 00195 (7), and
00199 (5). They are thus at least as variable as the
topmost variable positions nps 16189 and 16311 in
HVS I. Three of those sites (nps 00150, 00152, and
00195) have already been identified as fast sites in a
European data set (Torroni et al., 1996). To enhance
phylogenetic analyses of control region data we tenta-
tively recommend completely ignoring not only length
polymorphisms at 16189 and 00309 but also those five
hypervariable positions in HVS II and downweighting
nps 16189 and 16311 by a factor of 1

2, say, at least for
Eurasian data. A fuller picture will emerge with the
analysis of larger data sets.

Although it is not clear whether the same recommen-
dation should be given for African mtDNAs, the re-
moval of those HVS II positions does seem to enhance
the analysis of the pooled HVS I and II data in the case

FIG. 15. The tree (GRM network) obtained via greedy reduction
from the MT1 data in Japanese (Oota et al., 1995). The node labeled
by an asterisk corresponds to the CRS (restricted to MT1).
II which give rise to incompatibilities with the HVS I
data would be dismissed (00150, 00152, and 003091C).

he other two (00198 and 00207) are of weight 1 and
re mutually incompatible. The single most parsimo-
ious tree with respect to this weighting scheme
which is identical to the reduced median network)
ostulates two hits at nps 00207 and 16243. Inciden-
ally, the resolution of character 16243 into two events
which is also predicted on the basis just of HVS I) is
ven more compelling in the light of more Khoisan data
see Bandelt and Forster, 1997; their Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

For intraspecific data, free of recombination, the in-
erence of phylogenetic trees should preferably depart
rom an explicit partial reconstruction of character evo-
ution rather than brachiating through the jungle of all
ichotomous trees. The identification of the most sa-
ient parallel events may be effective enough to shrink
he plausible solution space considerably, so that it can
ell be presented in the form of a median network.
urther information can then assist in sorting out the
ost likely evolutionary pathways. We have chosen

riteria based on (molecular) weighted parsimony
hich are conveniently checked in both manual and

omputer-assisted searches.
Simulations of data mimicking typical HVS I varia-

ion in Eurasians have demonstrated that reduced me-
ian networks present a fair picture of the phyloge-
etic relationships, thereby admitting that some minor
etails are virtually unreconstructible by whatever
ethod is used, unless additional diagnostic charac-

ers from the coding region are incorporated.
As for phylogenetic inference, HVS II is generally

nferior to HVS I as it contains too few sites with
oderate mutation rates and seems to contain more

ypervariable sites than HVS I. Nevertheless, a few
ucleotide positions in HVS II appear to be highly

nformative as they concur with RFLP haplogroup sig-
atures (see Torroni et al., 1996 for European data).
he message clearly is: use as much information as
ossible but avoid swamping the reliable signals with
oisy hypervariable sites.
What goes for mtDNA will also hold for Y chromo-

ome data, although we still lack a sufficient number of
dentified polymorphisms with low to moderate muta-
ion rates—but there is a beginning (Jobling et al.,
997). Data for nuclear genes (e.g., Harding et al.,
997) could be treated similarly; the emphasis here,
owever, would be systematically to detect and par-
ially to reconstruct any recombinations which may
ave hit certain stretches of the gene sequences.
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